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Glory to Satguru Nanak Dev Ji who by His divine incarnation in the
dark age of Kalyug showed the ‘age of truth’ (Satyug).
According to Bhai Gurdas Ji:Baba (Nanak) in deep meditation saw the entire earth aflame, indeed a
blaze, with anguish and agony.
VBG 1/24

Upon hearing the cries of this Creation, the Timeless Being incarnated
Himself as the blessed ‘Guru Nanak’, who by playing his beautiful rebec
(rabab) through its divine music and Gurbani, showered mercy and blessed
the blazing creation of the furious burning fire with coolness. What a sweet
and supreme divine miracle by the Great Guru Nanak. It was akin to
making the Ganges flow in reverse, cooling the earth’s heat and calming
the barren and blazing human hearts making them blossom.
What miracle did Guru Baba (Guru Nanak) possess which brought
about the age of truth in the age of darkness?
It was the Source originated Gurbani channeled through the exalted
Guru (Nanak), protector of the poor, which transformed the diabolical into
the divine, sinners into saints, thieves and robbers into noble souls.
Contemplating deeply on this ‘Bani-Form’ treasure of the Guru Baba, it
becomes abundantly clear that this world has two realms: 1. Mayaci or ‘attributes endowed’ Realm
2. Spiritual or ‘attributes-free’ Realm.
The world has come about from the ‘convergence’ of these two Realms.
Attached and above attachments are the Names, He is described with.
And in Him -the unique Lord both converge in the One Naam.
387
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A few merits and demerits of the Mayaci and Spiritual Realms are
described below.
Spiritual Realm is: -True
Everlasting
Subtle or abstract
Intuitive illumination
Eternal
Invisible
Beyond the reach of senses
Undiscoverable
Boundless
Reality
Timeless
The carrier to salvation
Consistent
Equipoise
Desire-free
Comfort giving
Divine will
Noble indeed
Abode of Truth
One and only one.
Exactly opposite to this, the Mayaci Realm is: False
Unstable
Material (having mass)
Limited intellect
Destructible
Visible
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Limited
Doubt-delusion
Time-bound
Ocean of fear
Changeable
Anxiety-world
Desire-encouraging
Just a ‘shadow’ of peace and comfort
Destructible
Mind-orientated
Evil- virtuous
duality.
Therefore, the merits and demerits of these two Realms appear to be :-opposed
reversed
contrary
hostile
to each other.
The humans are bound by the law ‘As you sow so shall you reap’. Due
to lack of knowledge of the spiritual realm and without any higher guidance,
they are blindly drifting away in the Mayaci ocean of poison. The whole
creation, entangled and enmeshed in false occupations, is wasting the
invaluable life. Caught in the whirlpool of this dreadful ocean, it is living
with the mentality, ‘I know nothing and understand nothing’. Hence, this
world writhing in agony, crying, beating their breasts, in extreme despair is
living a pitiable life.
Guru Nanak has portrayed a true picture of this pitiful state of the world
as follows: -To the counterfeit one calls the genuine and the worth of genuine
he knows not.
The blind man goes by the name of an assayer. Strange is
this Dark-age.
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The one who is sleeping he calls awake and one who is awake he
says asleep.
The living one he says dead, and he weeps not for those who are
really dead.
He who is coming he says is going and one who is gone he says to
have come.
Man calls another's property has own and his own he likes not.
What is sweet, he calls bitter and the bitter he calls sweet.
One imbued with Lord's Love, he slanders. Such is what I have
seen in the Dark-age.
Man serves the hand-maiden but the Master he sees not.
By churning the pool water, no butter comes out.
He who understands the meaning of this state is my teacher.
O Nanak he who knows his own self is infinite and unrivalled.
Thou purchases glass, rejects gold, bear love with the enemy and
abandon the True Friend.
The Lord, that is, seems bitter and mammon, that is not seems
sweet to thee. Engrossed in evil, thou are burnt down.
823

Hearing the calls of helplessness and moaning of this creation, Guru
Nanak repeatedly proclaimed that there is only one way of being saved
from this ‘fiery ocean’ which is by following the Gurbani verse: ‘The

dreadful, formidable and unfathomable world-ocean is crossed through the Guru's
Instruction ‘ by adhering to the Guru’s Shabad (Wordless-Word or Naam)

To follow this path of ‘Guru Shabad, Guru Sahiban have shown us a
very beautiful and skillful way.
Come! let us discuss this Spiritual-path.
Drifting in the materialistic life-current, we are suffering. There is one
and only one way of saving ourselves from this. We should change our life
from the ‘materialistic orientation’ into the exactly ‘opposite’ ‘spiritual
orientation’ and thus reach the abode of Guru Nanak.
As long as we do not ‘change’ our life in both word and deed towards a
comfort and relish-giving goal, until then a plausible change can never occur
in our life.
To understand this subject, contemplation on following points is
essentially needed: --
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1. Our lives are ‘flowing’ with one or another Mayaci or materialistic
impulse. Since we are born in the Mayaci world, it is well-nigh
impossible to escape from its ‘temper’ and hue.
The Lord's Love departs, greed attaches to the child and mammon's writ
begins to run.
921

From this verse we understand that in the mother’s womb, a ‘life
current’ was flowing in the fetus which was the Lord’s meditation, and
which kept the body safe from the fire of the womb. But immediately upon
birth this ‘life-current’ underwent a change as the Mayaci Realm started to
exert its influence.
As long as the human being is not affected by the temper or hue of
Maya he lives in the Spiritually Illumined Realm and enjoys numerous
Divine virtues and experiences.
But when the influence of materialism gets grafted on to him then all
the ‘vices’ or ‘demerits’ of the materialistic realm enter him. As the
‘colouring’ of this materialism gets more and more pronounced, so he
forgets his ‘origin’ or ‘spiritual realm’ and turns away from it. In this
way man becomes completely immersed in materialism.
2. This ‘tide and torrent’ of materialism that we are flowing with in
our present life is blindly dragging us headlong into the deepest
depths of the ocean of misery, misfortune and mortality.
3. To escape from such a bad state of existence there is a place where:
One has no pain - one is totally at peace. With ones eyes, one
sees only the One Lord.
No one seems evil - all are good. There is no defeat - one is totally
victorious.
1302

This is a place where Chardhi kalaa (high spirit and morale) reign forever.
Understanding the above three points and without bringing about an
‘about-turn’ in our present way of life, we will never escape the miseries
and worries of this world, neither can we attain everlasting joy and bliss
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nor peace of mind. Sitting in the company of the holy and meditating on
God’s Name will bring about a wondrous change in our mind, word and
deed so much so that our ‘egotism’ or ‘me-mine’ will vanish altogether.
When I turned away, and became dead while yet alive, I was awakened.
Chanting the Word of the Shabad, my mind is attached to the Lord.

221

When we ‘die to this world’, we ‘wake up’ to a new life indeed and
due to being absorbed in the ‘Shabad’, the unreal becomes real. The mind
begins to swim in the ocean of ‘Divine Life’ Attaining ‘Divine Bliss’, it
bursts into sallies of ‘Wah-wah! (Hail, Hail).
In this context Kabir Sahib says: -Instead of heading towards death, I have turned towards the Lord.
Anguish is annulled and I abide in peace.
Mine enemies have turned into friends.
The apostates have changed into hearty good folk. ||1||
I now deem everything to be peace bestowing.
Since I have realized the world preserver, calmness and composure have come
to me. ||1||Pause||
There were millions of ills in the body.
They have turned into peace and calm concentration.
When man himself understands his Ownself,
he suffers not from illness and the three fevers. ||2||
My mind has now reverted to its original purity.
When I became dead in life, then alone I came to know the Lord.
Says Kabeer, I have now merged into celestial bliss.
I myself fear none, nor do I inspire fear in anyone else.
326

Through the continued cultivation of the Guru Shabad (Wordless word)
in the company of the holy, a person’s entire behavior, manners and
mental make-up take a turn for the better. With the Guru’s Grace when
‘rapport’ is established with the benevolent God, Divine Peace, Sacred
Coolness and an
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indescribable Bliss descend upon the person.
In this way one’s behavior reflects the essence of ‘There is nothing bad,
but all’s well with the world!’ In the beginning, such a state of mind is not
lasting. But as one’s mind gets more and more steeped in the ‘Guru’s
Word’, one gets more and more drenched in Divinity and the mind becomes
more and more firm. Such a state of Divine-bliss is ever lasting, full of
‘joy’, ‘enthusiasm’ and ‘high spirits’, which continues even when the
devotee is walking, sitting, standing, etc. In this connection Guru Ji says:His seven seas are then filled with the immaculate water of the Name and the
inverted boat of his mind upturns and floats across.
His outgoing mind, he stops and stays and by the Guru's grace, merge he in
the Lord.
1332

Thus the acquisition of bliss is felt in every pore of a person’s body.
His ‘inner self’ feels:-sweet
beautiful
cool
light
loving-lovely
warm
blossoming.
So much so that his ‘individual self’ completely ceases to be and while
saying ‘You! You! he becomes a very part of that You, and completely
merges himself in Him. In such a state all worries, grief vanish, and an
indescribable peace and bliss descends on the devotee.
The fifth Guru Sahib has commanded: -The things which ever caused me great anxiety, they all have now vanished.
I now sleep in peace, abide in the supreme spiritual bliss and my inverted heart
lotus has bloomed.
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Lo, a wondrous thing has happened. The Lord, whose knowledge is spoken
of as unfathomable, has enshrined within my mind. Pause.
The demons, who greatly tortured me, have themselves become panic-stricken.
Say they, "Pray, save us from thy Lord. We have sought thy protection".
612

If we take a peek at our worldly dealings, then following will become
obvious from our daily life :-1. There are many who delight in taking, but hardly any who
experience enjoyment in giving.
2. There are many who delight in teaching and preaching, but hardly
any who practice the precepts
‘Rare in the world is a scholar who is a man of deliberation.’

413

3. All want to to eat, but hardly any who enjoy ‘feeding’ others.
4. All look for vices of others, but hardly any who delight in selfintrospection.
Look underneath your own collar instead.

1378

5. All delight in ‘playing up’ other’s faults, but hardly any who turns
a blind eye or ignores (slander).
Let us form a partnership with virtues and abandoning vices walk the Lord’s
way.
766

6. All delight in harsh and rude talk, but hardly any who delights in
soft, ‘sweet’ and soothing speech.
7. All delight in ‘slander’ of others, but hardly any who delights in
listening to his own denunciation.
8. All enjoy in ‘evil’ doing, but hardly any who delight in returning
good for evil.
Farid! Do good deeds for evil and harbor not wrath in thy mind.

1381

9. All bear ‘resentment-grievance’ towards others, but rare are those
who follow the adage, ‘be not angry with anyone but reflect on

thy own-self’.
10. All have ties and bundles of ‘jealousy-duality’, but rarely
someone who ‘does not harbor evil intentions against others
in their mind’.
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11. ‘Weighing short’ are many, but rarely someone who weighs ‘full
and complete’ measure.
12. Most while away their time but rarely someone who perform their
‘duties and responsibilities’ fully.
13. All ‘set fires’, but rarely someone delights in ‘extinguishing’
them.
14. All delight in ‘breaking’ hearts, but rarely someone who ‘mends’
them with love.
Break not any one’s heart as invaluable are these jewels.

1384

15. All delight in ‘trampling’ hearts, but rarely someone who delights
in blossoming the trampled.
A tree gives fruits to stone thrower and wooden boat to the cutter to get
him across.
He who goes swimming is drowned and he who drowns swims across.
(Similarly) winners in the world lose and the losers (becoming detached
ultimately) win.
Reversal in the tradition of love makes the head bow to the feet.
He (the Gurmukh) considers none as bad.
BGV 28/12

The fact is that everywhere there is: -cheating-beating
bribery-corruption
shirking lurking
dillying-dallying
practice of false promises
treachery
deceit
prevailing and flourishing.
Is there any sin or vice that we do not have? In thought, word and deed,
we are day and night living our lives where, ‘O Lalo! It is only falsehood that
reigns supreme.’ Social conditions have become worse than hell.
Guru Nanak Dev Ji: -Taught us to strike a ‘True Bargain’
Told us to weigh by saying that all is ‘Yours-Yours’
Taught us that to ‘give’ is noble’
Taught us to ‘share without being noticed’.
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The Guru Sahibs taught us to stand up to tyrants through example of
their own lives. They showed us that real life is ‘living for others, or dying
for others.’ We are going astray from the main path shown by Guru Baba
Ji.
Come! Contemplating on Guru Baba Ji’s Bani, let us do a complete
‘about turn’ and move along the true-pure path.
Such a ‘reverse play’ can only be achieved by getting infatuated with
spiritual love through the cultivation of Guru’s Word.
Such is the Lord’s elixir, that I cannot narrate. The Perfect Guru has turned me
away from the world.
823

Our thinking undergoes a change only, when we ‘re-orient’ our mind
from worldliness to the Guru. A we keep turning our mind towards the
Guru, accordingly, we keep acquiring the Guru’s virtues. The Guru says:
She, who turns towards the Guru, retraces her steps and makes the decoration
of being imbued with the love of her God.
785

However, man’s life is pitiable. Due to the ‘cataract’ of doubt-fallacy,
he does not awaken to realize that the divine creator is ever-present
within himself and is blindly drifting headlong into hell.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji’s sacred sermon is :-Why stray thou thus?
Thou do evil deeds and make others do evil and then you deny it. Thy God is
with thee always and is watching and hears all. Pause.
Thou purchases glass, reject gold, bear love with the enemy and abandon the
True Friend.
The Lord, that is, seems bitter and mammon, that is not seems sweet to thee.
Engrossed in evil, thou are burnt down.
The mortal has fallen into the blind well and is entangled in the darkness of
doubt and the bonds of worldly love.
Says Nanak, when the Lord becomes merciful, man meets with the Guru, who
taking him by the arm pulls him out.
832
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Man turns his back on the Timeless Bing’s lotus feet and lives in the
shadows of meaningless Maya, cries day and night, ‘money-money’. He
loves lust, anger, etc., but turns away from Divine Virtues like: -Mercy
Righteousness
Truth
Contentment
Forgiveness
Humility
Bliss
Peace
Friendship
Service-orientated
Self-sacrifice
Love
Sweetness, etc.,
-- which are his ‘friends’. He renounces the ever-helpful protecting Divinity,
regards this temporary life as sweet. Engrossed in the poison like
materialism, he is ‘turning away’ from Waheguru. In the darkness of
doubt and bound in attachments he is repeatedly plunging/ suffocating into
a blind well.
Being entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations the whole world
had perished.
133

Only the Satguru, can pull us out from this world ocean by taking hold
and pulling us by our arm. So, the Guru, the sustainer of the poor, taking
pity on us shows the way to save ourselves from the ‘turbulent ocean’ - by
taking support or protection of ‘Sadh-Sangat’ – the company of the holy, the
source of attaining ‘Naam’ . He teaches us to pray– ‘Attach me to the hem
of ‘Sadh Sangat’ so that I may cross the formidable stream’ and gives us
advice to take the ‘protection of Naam’.
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O my soul seek thou the shelter of God's Name.

901

O man thy only support is the Master's Name.
Whatever else is done and caused to be done, in them is the fear of Death's
courier. Pause.
211

When a man’s mind is oriented towards the Lord (Guru), then he is
called ‘Gurmukh’.
When the man’s mind ‘turns away’ from his Soul and gets immersed
in materialism, then he is called ‘Manmukh’.
They alone are manmukh, who realize not the Name.
And understand not the essence of the Guru’s Fear.

1054

When man, forgetting God, denies even His ‘Existence’ and is going about
full of self-pride in the doubt-fallacy of his own false ‘me-mine’, he is said
to be an ‘apostate’, or Manmukh. Therefore, the mental state of an
apostate is exactly the ‘opposite’ to that of the Gurmukh.
The mental state of such an ‘apostate’ is described in Gurbani thus:-Who eats wears and denies the Lord.
Him the couriers of the Righteous Judge stalk. ||1||
The mortal is faithless with Him, who has given him soul and body.
He wanders through millions of births and goes many existences. ||1||Pause||
Such is the life routine of the mammon worshipper
Whatever he does, all that is the evil way. ||2||
Who has created the soul, very life, mind and body,
Within his mind, the man grows forgetful of that Lord. ||3||
195
In exchange for a trinket, one gives up the gem, He endeavors for that, what
he has to leave.
He amasses that, which is a paltry thing, Bewitched by riches, he walks on the
crooked path.
O luckless man, thou feels not shame.
In thy mind, thou rememberest not God, thy Perfect Transcendent Lord, the
Ocean of peace. Pause.
Nectar thou deemest bitter and poison sweet. O mammon-worshipper, such is
thy condition, which I have seen with mine own eyes.
892
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Thou art fond of falsehood, fraud and ego.
If thou hear the Name, O man thou feel as if thou art stung by a
scorpion.
Thou ever longest for worldly valuable, with thy mind and mouth, thou utterest
not ever the Lord's praise.
Fearless, Formless and Bounteous is the Lord. O ignorant man, thou contract
not love with Him.
892
The mammon-worshippers know not God's savour and are defrauded by their
evil nature
They, who lose the ambrosial Name through doubt, remain wholly engrossed in
sin.
They make, love with the wicked and pick up quarrel with the Lord's slaves.
854

The influence of ‘Sangat’ on our weak and fickle minds is absolutely
and undoubtedly bound to happen.
As is the company it associates with, so is the fruit it eats.

1369

For this reason, Gurbani instructs us to keep away from the ‘Sangat’
of such ‘self-orientated’ or ‘worshippers of materialism’ as follows: Such materialists, who have forgotten the Lord's Name, are thieves. My soul
draw not near them.
170
Kabir, associate thou not with the infidel and flee far away from him.
If thou touch a black vessel, then, some blot must attach to thee. 1371
Kabir, I am destroyed and ruined by the evil company, like the plantain near the
wild caper.
The latter waves and the former is pierced through by its thorns, So see thou
not even, the sinner's society.
1369
As far as it is in thy power, O dear, associate thou not with the
mammon-worshipper.
Meeting with whom, God is forgotten, O dear, he arises and departs with a
black face.
641
The friendship contracted with an infidel is dissolved half-way.
811

To play this ‘reverse game’ we have to stay ‘detached while living a
normal family life’ and thus remain ‘happy in this world and be at peace
in the next’.
Turn away, O my mind, turn away.
Turn away from the faithless cynic.
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Cultivating the Guru’s commands given in Gurbani, we are to achieve
eternal comfort and peace, and becoming residents of the ‘City of No
Worries’ we are to reach the Lord’s court swinging with joy. Thus, Guru
Baba’s words will become truly ‘relevant’ as follows: If one be with virtues, his mind, turning its back upon the world, merges in the
mind itself.
935
Taking the seed of the Lord's Name, he enshrines it within his mind.
Turning back his mind from the world, he fixes it in the Profound Lord.
974
Turn thy breaths from the left and right and unite them in the central
region. Within thy mind and at their confluence bathe thou without
water.
327
By the Guru's grace, man turns away from the world and he is blessed
with the jewels of intuition and the Name.
1056
Walking the way of Divine comprehension, man's vision is illumined,
and he turns his face away from the world.
1329

On the other hand, to change from the state of a ‘Manmukh’ or
apostate to that of a ‘Gurmukh’, Gurbani gives us mandatory instructions
to be in the company of the Divine Sangat or ‘Sadh Sangat’. Participating
in the Sadh Sangat, gradually within our deeper self for the Timeless Being:1. Faith will continue to increase.
2. Mayaci hue will continue to decrease.
3. Slowly and slowly our state will change from an ‘apostate’ to
‘Gurmukh’.
Gurbani supports this fact as follows: -Supremely pure is the Sadh Sangat, meeting which the love for the Lord is
embraced.
392
Tinctured with Lord's love in the Sadh Sangat, O Nanak he becomes pure. 297
Hear ye the glory of the Sadh Sangat, O my friends.
The filth is washed away. millions of sins are dispelled, and the soul
becomes pure.

809

The filth of ego of many births sticks to me and it is by meeting with the
Sangat that this filth can be washed off.
1309
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My aversion to the Lord is gone in the Sadh Sangat,
and my soul and body are imbued with God's love.

892

Join the Sadh Sangat, and contemplate, thou, on the Lord of wealth,
thus, from a sinner, thou, shall be holy.
631

As has been mentioned earlier that
the ‘merits’ of the spiritual realm and
demerits of the worldly realm
are ‘contrary’ and
the ‘reverse’ of each other.
On the one hand in the spiritual realm there is :-Divine illumination
Truth
Shabad
Hukam
Naam
Love
Purity
Contentment
Mercy
Patience
Justice
Service
Humility
Benevolence
Calmness,
etc., the divine virtues presence and manifestation is prevalent.
On the other hand, in worldly realm there is:-Ignorance
Doubt
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Egotism
Lust
Anger
Greed
Attachment
Suspicion
Fear
Selfishness
Jealousy
Duality
Suffering
Anguish-agony
Quarrel, etc.,
the demerits are dominating and in vogue.
If we wish to come out of the worldly realm and abide in the spiritual
realm, then we must change ‘every aspect’ of our old ‘life routine’ such as:-Thought
Thinking
Contemplation
Faith
Support
Life-goal
Inclinations
Interests
Knowledge
Action
Religion
Habits
Behavior
Entertainment, etc.,
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must be changed and ‘totally opposite’ to them,
adopt the merits of the ‘spiritual realm’ such as:-Faith
Love
Mercy
Truth
Contentment
Patience
Forgiveness
Humility
Friendship
Service
Sacrifice
To bring about this very important ‘reverse’ change in life, the first
and fore most method described is to have the company of beloved and
blessed Gurmukhs or ‘Sadh Sangat’:-Without the Sadh Sangat, Lord's love wells up not and, without love,
Thy service cannot be performed.
694
By searching and, I have heard this news, that sans the Sadh Sangat, none
does swim across.
373
By meeting the Sadh Sangat acute becomes my understanding.

377

O man imbibe thou the instruction of the Saints. In the Sadh Sangat, thou
shall obtain the supreme state.
1137
By virtue of the Sadh Sangat thou hast obtained this human birth.
Perform the Lord 's service, and repeat God 's Name under the Guru 's guidance
176

Stumbling and suffering in the pitch-dark room within we turn our
back to the ‘darkness’ and want to run towards the ‘light’.
Similarly, to save ourselves from the flames of the raging fire, we run
far away from the flames and look for a cool place.
17
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Exactly in the same way, when man goes through the
worldly realm’s:-flames of the ‘fiery ocean of grief’,
heat of the ‘fiery world’,
drowning waves of the ‘terrible ocean’
stings of the ‘materialistic serpent’,
tricks of the ‘deceptive materialism’
confusion of the ‘five’ (lust, anger, greed, attachment, ego)
door of ‘horrible hell’
ocean of the poisonous Maya,
and gets fed up with its pain-suffering, turns his back on the false trigun
Maya; forsaking it, turns towards the spiritual realm in search of
intuitional comfort and calmness.
If by greatest good fortune some friendly saint meets me, he would show me
the way to Lord God, my Beloved.
I search and seek my heart and body.
How shall I meet my amiable Beloved, O my mother?
940
O saints, O servants of God! meet me, my brothers.
Tell me of my Lord God, I feel hunger for Him.

95

‘Turning away’ from
the worldly realm
and ‘towards’ the spiritual realm is the seeker’s distinct
‘reverse-play’ which only a rare
Gurmukh plays.
All the other beings, in this fiery world ocean,

‘Being entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupation have perished’.
133

wasting their precious lives and coming under the control of Jums, the
couriers of death, continue to remain in the cycle of transmigration (births
and deaths).
Nowadays, compared to previous times, despite having so many Paath
(Gurbani recitation), singing of hymns and and sermons, our mental and
spiritual state has sunken so low that it is becoming a joke, which we are
clearly witnessing.
18
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The reason for this is that there is a big difference between what we
profess and what we practice. We give respect to the Guru-form ‘Bani’ by
bowing to it, but do not imbibe the teachings of Gurbani in our lives; we are
satisfied with Paath (recitals of scriptures), singing of hymns and discourses.
We do not feel the need to contemplate on and cultivate Gurbani.
Thus becoming ignorant, indifferent, knowingly pretentious of the
hidden secrets of spiritual teachings of the high-lofty, pure, peace giving
Gurbani, we are living our lives exactly contrary to its teachings.
Kabir, man knows everything and knowingly he commits sins.
What use is it to have a lamp in his hand, if he still falls into a well?
Knowing full well, O mad man, thou has spoiled thine case.
Thou shirks not from committing sins, nor dismiss thou thy ego.

1376
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To illustrate this ‘point’ – and to clarify that our life-flow is contrary to
Gurbani, a detailed comparison is given below:-

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8

19

Teachings of Gurbani
‘With the True Name, my soul is
attached’.
With people I have but artificial
dealing.
‘All other tasks are of no avail to
thee.’
‘Joining the Sadh Sangat,
contemplate over the Name
alone.’
‘Do not allow anger to wear out
the mind’.
‘No one is an enemy and no one is
a stranger’.
‘I am at peace with everyone’.
‘O Godly people get rid of your
cunningness’.
‘Remember the Lord your King’.

19

Our actions
My mind is attached to Maya,
materialism!
With the Lord, I put on artificial
display!
Day and night, we are engrossed
in other tasks.
There doesn’t seem to be the need
or time to participate in the Sadh
Sangat!
Burnt and scorched in anger we
are reduced to charcoal!
All are strangers and branded as
enemies!
I cannot get along with anyone!
Doggedly pursuing cunningness
we feel proud.
We do not see the need to do
Simran.

9

‘Without the Naam everything is
false and worthless’

10 ‘To witness and not be mindful of’
11 ‘Hearing something and ignoring’.
12 ‘Doing good to the bad/ evil’.
13 ‘Do not hold resentment towards
any one’.
14 ‘Backbiting and slander benefits
no one’.
15 ‘Feeling gratitude while giving or
sharing’.

We have no knowledge about
‘Naam’ and are engrossed in false
talk.
Seeing and getting enjoyment in
exaggerating.
After hearing and repeating, blow
it out of proportion and quarrel/
burn within.
Doing bad to the good/ kind.
Indulge in resentment/ grievance,
jealousy, envy and enmity in small
matters.
Getting pleasure out of backbiting
and slander.
Feeling grateful only on receiving.

In other words if by becoming a ‘Gurmukh’, we wish to enter the
spiritual realm, then our: -Thoughts
Thinking
Faith
Inclinations
Habits
Behavior
Discipline
Actions
Character
Entertainment
Interests
and ‘every aspect of our life’ we must make ‘completely contrary’ to that
of the Manmukhs or mind-orientated ‘apostates’.
From the very beginning of creation, various gurus, incarnations, saints,
devotees have been teaching this ‘Spiritual Reverse Play’. Gurbani too
has been advocating this true-pure spiritual instruction. However,
20
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having read
having heard
having sung
having written
having done discourses (on it)
having delved in philosophies
having discussions and arguments
of these very important Guru instructions we have overlooked and
‘lost the essence’ of these teachings by getting involved in arguments and
quarrels or we have lost them in the confusion of empty intellectual
discussions. As a result of this by becoming ignorant of the innate
intuitional spiritual ‘essence’ of these teachings, we are left lacking.
Because of this ignorance, the general public enmeshed and entangled in
the materialistic realm is suffering in a horrible hell. The surprising and
regretful thing is that our religious leaders and preachers too have regarded
the lofty-high, pure teachings of Gurbani as ‘intellectual pastime’ and have
limited it to discourses, hollow knowledge and dry philosophy.
He goes about talking and babbling but realizes not Lord's command at all.
he is blind and the false of the false.
509
By uttering sermons, the doubt is dispelled not.
Through telling and describing, the whole public has grown weary.

655

What avail is reading and listing, If divine knowledge is not gained
therewith.
655
Therein they read the eventful poems and the courier of Death strikes them on
their head.
They understand not the Reality and tie a bundle of straw.
231
Reading and reflecting are worldly affairs, if there are avarice and sin
within.
650
Such readers and students as thou are, have all been doomed and none has
obtained the knowledge.
477
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The word ‘Saakat’ has been mentioned many times in Gurbani. It has
been explained earlier that ‘Saakat’ is one who does not believe in the
‘existence’ of the ‘Supreme Lord, or one who is lost or one who
acknowledges God with a ‘superficial mind’. In this way the ‘apostates’
regard their ego-ridden ‘existence’ as the truth and are passing their lives
in the belief of ‘me-mine’.
Gurbani mentions the characteristics of ‘Saakat’ thus:-The mammon-worshippers know not the relish of God's elixir, within
them is the thorn of pride.
13
The mammon-worshipper likes not Truthfulness. False is the foundation of the
false.
22
The apostate persons are called the egoists, Without the Name,
accursed is their life.

1325

The unwise apostates are the captives of mammon and continue
roaming about in mammon.

800

Nectar thou deemest bitter and poison sweet. O mammon-worshipper,
such is thy condition, which I have seen with mine own eyes.
Thou art fond of falsehood, fraud and ego. If thou hear the Name, O man thou
feel as if thou art stung by a scorpion.
892

When we earnestly test the state of our mind with the touchstone of the
Gurbani versus mentioned above, then we will realize that most people fall
in the category of ‘Saakat’ (apostate).
The surprising thing is that having read or heard of the word ‘Saakat’
we think that this word does not ‘apply’ to us – that it may have been
used for someone else.
Such an understanding is indeed the expression of our ego ‘state’ or
the proof of our being an ego-ridden ‘Saakat’.
This is the reason that despite doing so much recitation-worship,
lectures-discourses, rituals-ceremonies, humans are entangled and
enmeshed in the attachment of materialism, are going through terrible
hell and no ‘hue’ or ‘influence’ of Gurbani takes place and no change in
life happens.
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From the above contemplation, it is clear that the high-pure stage of the
Gurmukhs as compared to the life of the ‘Saakat’ is:-different
distinct
adverse
opposite
separate.
For this reason,
to stop
to turn
to change
to reverse
our ‘life-current’s flow’ from the worldly realm towards the ‘spiritual
realm’ is the
‘turn away from the non-believer’

and we must cultivate this instruction and enter the spiritual realm.
In other words, we have to uproot the Consciousness ‘plant’ from the
Mayaci desolate soil
and ‘re-plant’ it
in the ‘Shabad’ or ‘Naam’ fertile soil.
(The famous Persian saint Bullay Shah says)
“O Buliaa! What is so difficult about achieving union with God!”
It is like uprooting a plant from here and planting it there!”
She, who turns towards the Guru, retraces her steps and makes the
decoration of being imbued with the love of her God.
735
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End.

